
Co-production self-assessment framework

There has been increasing interest in co-production as a mechanism for embedding more participatory approaches in public
service delivery in recent years. Co-production takes a slightly different tack to normal engagement practices. It focuses less on
identifying and responding to ‘need’ or ‘problem’ in favour of a reciprocal approach. Co-production builds on an individuals interests,
knowledge, experience, skills and support networks and engages these resources in the delivery of services.

In order to assess how your service or project is faring in terms of co-production, we have devised a self-assessment framework to
reflect the four key principles underpinning co-production. These are;

 Recognising people as assets, because people themselves are the real wealth of society.

 Valuing work differently, to recognise as work the things that people as well as services do to raise families, look after
people, maintain healthy communities, social justice and good governance.

 Promoting reciprocity, giving and receiving – because it builds trust between people and fosters mutual respect.

 Building social networks, because people’s physical and mental well-being depends on strong, enduring relationships.1

The framework has been set up to apply equally to how an individual professional works, how a service or project works, and the
way an organisation works as a whole. Our research found this to be a useful distinction because barriers to and enablers of co-
production can exist at all three levels, which can impact how you make sense of what is working well and what needs to improve.

The framework should take approximately 15 minutes for an individual to complete, although this will be longer if completed in
conversation with colleagues or users of services.

1 This list is adapted from Cahn, E. (2001), No More Throwaway People: The Co-production Imperative. Washington D.C.: Essential Books



Having completed the questions, these scores should be transferred to the star diagram (see end of this section), to illustrate how
performance compares for different elements. This star is designed to act as an ongoing reminder of the current state of co-
production. You may want to have one star for personal performance, one for your project and one for your organization.
Alternatively you might use different colours to put all of these onto one star. The star should be printed out, filled in and displayed
somewhere that you will be able to see it regularly.

We recommend performance is reviewed every six months to prove and improve service developments. At this stage you might
want to complete the star with a different colour to enable you to track progress and monitor any unintended consequences of
changes to service infrastructure, design or personnel that might adversely impact the capacity for people to co-produce the
service. The framework should also be used as a conversation guide with people to understand how they experience your work.

Completing the framework

1. Identifying your score
For each of the eight questions co-production consider where you are on the scale from 1 to 9 and circle the number
corresponding to your score, your project and your organisation.

You can use the descriptions as a guide to what a score of 3 or a score of 7 might look like in practice. For each gradient –
‘basic’, ‘getting there’ and ‘excellent’ – we have described how people should be engaging with the service. Underneath, we
have left room for you to insert practical examples from your work to help make the framework more personal.

2. Justifying your score
For each score that you give, provide at least one practical example based on activities within your service. From our
research, we learnt that examples help professionals to identify an accurate score. Try to avoid generic examples. If you
cannot think of a practical example that reflects the score you have identified, then we recommend reconsidering your
ranking.



3. Reflecting on your score
Depending on your score, you may want to think about what you can do to improve for next time. Alternatively, you may wish
to share your success so other services within your organisation can learn from your good practice.

4. Proving and improving the framework
Each time you use the framework, there is scope for adapting it or applying it to suit your service setting. Some examples of
how you might go about this include:

 Adapting the scale to include examples from your own service setting that are more suitable or applicable. This
way, all professionals using the audit across your project or organisation will be able to self-assess based on
practical examples that are recognisable to them.

 Asking people who are engaged in the service to complete the framework. This can provide a check for your own
assessment as well as opportunities for open, yet focused discussions on how things can be improved.

 Applying the framework to your recruitment process. nef research has identified that the values and personal
characteristics of staff are critical to making co-production work in practice. You could ask potential staff members
to reflect on times when they have demonstrated aspects of co-production in their previous work.

For further information on nef’s work on co-production please contact Lucie Stephens at nef (lucie.stephens@neweconomics.org)

mailto:lucie.stephens@neweconomics.org


Question 1. Treating People As Assets

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Valuing people as
assets

Staff (and policies) value
people as assets. Some
services support the
development of people's
hobbies and interests.

All people are asked what
they like to do, what they are
good at. Staff support people
to use their skills within
services.

People (and their families/
carers) direct experiences,
skills and aspirations are
integral to all services.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 2. Incorporating Peoples skills and experiences into the design of services

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Valuing people as
assets

People are listened to and
their views taken into
account.

Peoples ideas help to shape
the way that services are
run. Staff are responsible for
securing funds and
delivering services.

People have a constant
active part in running,
evaluating, directing and
delivering projects. Their
opinions have equal
weighting to others.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 3. Recognising and celebrating peoples contribution.

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Celebrating
peoples
contribution

Contribution is restricted due
to regulations and
institutional risk
management. Clear
distinctions are maintained
between roles and
responsibilities of paid staff
and service users.

People know when they get
involved that it will be
rewarded.

Peoples contributions are
systematically recorded and
celebrated/ rewarded. Their
contribution is vital to the
service.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 4. Sharing responsibility for the delivery of services

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Reciprocal working

People are encouraged to
volunteer informally.
Sometimes this is around or
within services.

'Expert by experience' roles
exist for people within
services.

People and staff know that
it is their project. They each
have an equal responsibility
for it to run well.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 5. Valuing the work everyone contributes to achieve successful outcomes

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Reciprocal working

Staff invite people to play a
practical role by contributing
time or ideas.

Peoples sense of practical
contribution is fostered
through individual
development programmes.

The activity and work
required within the project is
shared to fit the skills and
responsibilities of both
people involved and paid
staff.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 6. Creating a culture of give and take between staff and people involved

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Reciprocal working

Some give and take occurs
as a results of staff values/
way of working.

Reciprocity is encouraged
equally between staff and
people blurring the
distinction between givers
and receivers of services.

Explicitly asking for and
providing help from others
is seen as positive and
expected of staff and
people.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 7. Enabling People to find ways to support one another

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Growing social
networks

Organisational codes of
conduct don't prevent or
undermine peoples
opportunities to support one
another.

Informal mentoring or
buddying takes place by
people connected to
projects.

Investment in supporting
peer networks that enable
transfer of knowledge and
skills is seen as core work.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Question 8. Developing peoples networks as a core activity

Co-production
principle Basic Getting there Excellent

Growing social
networks

Staff appreciate the practical
and emotional value of
people supporting one
another. Organisational
codes of conduct don't
prevent or undermine this.

People are encouraged to
invite others (their friends
and families) to come along
to activities. The
development of new
friendships is encouraged.

Staff and people engage in
activities that connect to
local networks and activities
beyond the remit of the
service.

example from your
service

Your score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your project 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Your organisation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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